A liquid-filled ionization chamber for high precision relative dosimetry.
Radiosurgery and intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments are based on the delivery of narrow and/or irregularly shaped megavoltage photon beams. This kind of beams present both lack of charged particle equilibrium and steep dose gradients. Quality assurance (QA) measurements involved in these techniques must therefore be carried out with a dosimeter featuring high small volume. In order to obtain a good signal to noise ratio, a relatively dense material is needed as active medium. Non-polar organic liquids were proposed as active mediums with both good tissue equivalence and showing high signal to noise ratio. In this work, a liquid-filled ionization chamber is presented. Some results acquired with this detector in relative dosimetry are studied and compared with results obtained with unshielded diode. Medium-term stability measurements were also carried out and its results are shown. The liquid-filled ionization chamber presented here shows its ability to perform profile measurements and penumbrae determination with excellent accuracy. The chamber features a proper signal stability over the period studied.